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Introduction

CRediT (Contributor Roles Taxonomy) is a crucial function for modern publishers like Elsevier, analyzing the author contribution section of all published journals, identifying the jobs accomplished by each author, and then classifying each author’s accomplishments into the 14 contributor roles. The following study proposed an accessible approach to launch an author contribution system via NLP (Natural Language Processing)-based algorithms, which employs both semantic analysis and supervised classifiers to parse, filter, and classify samples of the contribution statements.

Methodology

- Parsing and Filtering: Parse by authors and accomplishment using wordNet
- Dependency Analysis: Identify the semantic components via spaCy
- Distance Calculation: Calculate the cosine similarity between the word vectors and contribution-related corpus
- Modelling: Employ trained neural networks and logistic regression models to make the classification

Results

Training and testing data are labelled manually and then put into validation. And the true positive rate and AUC is utilized as the measurement for the classification accuracy. And according to the resulted plots below, it could be seen that most cases falls to the true positive sides and the AUC for both prototypes are above 0.9. which indicate very strong and steady predictions.

Conclusion

- The aggregated logistic regression models and neural network are both qualified to correctly classify the authors’ contributor roles, which indicates that these models are almost as accurate and robust as the manual review process.
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